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GAME DESCRIPTION 

Players fight in a 2-4 player strategy board game for glory and for the throne in Warparty. Players will 
gather troops with a set number of action turns per round. Winner will be declared when all other 
players have been defeated. Recruit soldiers, craft weapons, strategize on the battlefield and become 
king of the lands! 

Glossary 

Action turns – the amount of actions you can take in your round (movement, recruitment, gathering, 
crafting, etc.) 
Rounds – Rounds are deemed over when all players have taken their turns thus ending the round and 
starting a new one. 
 

Target Audience 

Target audience will be teens/adults between the ages of 18-30 who consider themselves strategy 
gamers. The game will be heavily based in how you use your action turns in which there will be multiple 
decisions on what you can do and what one feels “the right move” will be. 
 

Number of Players 

Warparty will accommodate 2-4 (or more TBD). The game will be every man/woman for themselves 
although you can in theory develop a truce with another player to take down a stronger opponent. 
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PRELIMINARY DESIGN 

Highlight all Early changes in Yellow. 
In between design changes in Green. 
Final changes in Blue.  

 

Outline 

Goals: 

The goal of Warparty is to dominate the lands with your strategizing and your party of soldiers. 

Eliminating all other players is the way to victory and the goal is to do it before anyone can 

eliminate you. The object of the game is to recruit as many quality soldiers as you can and claim 

as much land as you can. 

• Recruit Soldiers 

• Build up your territory 

• Eliminate everyone 

 

Detailed Rules: 

• Action turns is how many actions you can take. Actions consist of movement, 

recruitment, crafting, building, etc. When the game starts every player is given 6 action 

turns and every round after you are given 3 

• Max warparty size is 15. These 15 can consist of any class of solider you recruit and how 

you arrange them in battle is completely up to the player. (16 soldiers including your 

hero) 

• Player must select class for their hero who will represent leader of their warparty. Heroes 

get a special stat boost (i.e. if player selects archer hero class he/she may select upgrade 

of shooting from further distance or higher attack damage but player may not select both) 

• When players are in battle the remaining players may continue with their turns on the 

game board (the world doesn’t revolve around any player therefore battles do not stop the 

rest of the players from playing) 

• A battle cannot take place within the first two rounds of a game. 

• When all players have used their action points the players turn is over and when all 

players have taken their turn this means that a round is over and the first player starts the 

round all over again. 

• A warparty can only consist of 5 of each class. (i.e. your warparty cannot be made up of 

solely archers. You may only have a max 5 archers) 

• In battle if a units attack is smaller than the unit being attacked defense the defensive unit 

will lose defense until it hits 0 (i.e. if attacking unit has attack of 1 and defensive unit has 

defense of 2 attack unit must hit defensive unit twice in order to kill it.) 

• Soldier unit can use shield to block arrows therefore an archer must flank a solider in 

order to hit him. All other units are vulnerable to an archer’s arrows. 
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• To build a fort on a game tile one must mine iron from mountain tiles. Once on a 

mountain tile you must declare you are mining to use your action point and then you must 

roll a 6-sided die, if the die reads 3 or higher you get an iron. Also, if you roll a six you 

obtain one upgrade card of your choice. Mining takes one action point and a player will 

need 10 iron to build a fort. 

• Recruitment takes one action point. You must be on a certain tile to recruit a certain unit. 

Grass = Archer, Mountain = Knight, Sand = Solider, and Water = Berserker. 

• Battle is initiated then two players meet on the same tile of the game board and at least 

one player declares battle on the other. If both players agree to not battle though spoken 

word or through negotiation then the battle phase will be skipped. 

• Attack works much like chess. Soldiers units attack directly in front of them only one 

space ahead as long as the soldiers attack is higher than the receiving units defense he 

will kill that unit. Archers can shoot arrows from 3 spaces away except soldiers which 

can block arrows unless they’re flanked. Knights have no defense but can kill basically 

every unit in one attack. Berserkers ability is the ability to move two spaces in one turn.  

 

 

 

Actions: 

• Move around game board. 

• Recruit soldiers 

• Collect upgrade cards 

• Build forts 

 

Transitions: 

• Next players turn 

• End of round (every player has taken their turn) 

• Battle phase (when two players initiate in battle) 

 

Items: 

• Game board 

• Battlefield board 

• 4+ player pawns 

• Soldier cards 

• Upgraded cards 

• Fort pieces 

• Iron token 

 

Setup: 

• Start with at least two players 
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• Select player pawns 

• Select hero class 

• Place game board 

• Place pawns at center or “start area” 

•  

Flowcharts: 
Action Phase 
 

 
 
Battle  
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Negotiation  

 
 
Attack 
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Meaningful Action Analysis (MAA) 

In Warparty players are given the role of a warparty leader or “hero”. The goal of Warparty is to 
defeat all your enemies and declare yourself king of the lands. A Warparty hero will move, 
build, craft, and recruit his way to supremacy. 
 
Explicit actions: Move, build, craft, recruit 
 
Move – Movement in game is based on action points. Movement can be random at first but will 
increasingly become more and more meaningful (especially in battle) as the game progresses. It can 
mean life or death for your warparty. Movement is meaningful if you get caught on the same tile as an 
enemy you can potentially be eliminated so be careful and plan your movements carefully. 
 
Build – When playing forts and castles can be the difference in victory or being slain. You can lose a 
battle but if you still have land claimed as yours you will still be in the game. Building on your lands is 
meaningful if your fort is too close to someone else’s you might be attacked or your fort will be attacked 
while you’re gone so be careful where you claim lands.   
 
Craft – In game you can mine iron from mountain tiles. This is meaningful because you will need the iron 
to build forts and having a fort can be a difference between being eliminated and getting a second 
chance. 
 
Recruit – The recruitment of soldiers is one of the most important things you can do. No wars can be 
won if you have no one fighting by your side. Recruitment is meaningful, if you have the wrong soldiers, 
or not enough soldiers, an opponent can get the upper hand on you and possibly eliminate you. 

Board Design 
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Board design will consist of the tiles shown above in the shape shown above the board can be made by 
the players however they please the only guide is that the end shape looks like the picture below but 
can be placed however players deem fit. The board will have 25 grass tiles, 25 mountain tiles, 25 sand 
tiles, and 15 water tiles 
 
Board Design Example: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Battle Board: 

 
Battles will take place on a 7x7 grid board. Battles will consist of 2 (or more if applicable) players. The 
battles will consist of movement phases and attack phases although attack phases can be skipped if no 
attacks can be made. As explained on the role card each unit role has a special ability. Berserkers can 
move two spaces in one movement phase, Archers can attack from 3 spaces away, Soldiers can block 
arrows from archers unless they are flanked, and Knights can kill all units in one attack. 
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Component Pieces 

Tiles – Water, Mountain, Sand, and Grass 
 
Miniatures – Fort miniature model, Iron tokens 
 
Role cards – Soldier, Archer, Knight, Berserker  
(New cards w/Descriptions) 
 

    
 
 
 
 
 
Upgrade Cards – Attack + 1, Defense + 1 Upgrade cards are obtained by rolling a six when mining for iron 
on mountain tiles. 
 

  
 
 
 
Player Pawns – Players can use any item they wish to represent their hero or use one of the following 
generic pawns. Use a coin if need be. 
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DETAILED DESIGN & TESTING 

Play Testers Stage 1 

Play testers consist of 2 males and 1 female aged between 20-25. One of the males considers himself a 
gamer the other male and female do not although the female has stated that she is an avid board 
gamer. 
 
Tester 1: Kat, 20, Female, in-person, pink dot top right 
Tester 2: Lads, 24, Male, in-person, green dot top right 
Tester 3: Richie, 25, Male, in-person, red dot top right 

Test Stage 1 Results 

Starting game screen: 
 

 
Testers have been given the rules list and allowed to move as they please. I know having a specific goal 
from theses test is best practice but given that I don’t know what the game even plays like my first test 
will be to see what works and what does not. 
 
First Comments: 
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All testers have moved away from each other choosing corners. First comments have been said and all 
players feel three rounds before being able to attack is a little long, I agree therefore in the next test I 
will take it from 3 to 2 rounds. Also 8 actions to start seems to be too much as well will be taking that 
down to 5 in the next game.  
 
 
 
Immanent battle:  

 
Both Kat and Richie have been more focused on recruitment while Lads has been mining more often and 
he has now placed a fort on the board this guarantees him the power to lose a battle and stay in the 
game because of his lands. All other players seem focused on rushing over and destroying the fort. 
Comment two is a bit of confusion on how to destroy a fort I will need to clean up the rules and add that 
process to make it clearer.  
 
First Battle: 
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Ritchie and Kat have commenced battle. They have both taken to a soldier front line to block any archer 
arrows so it seems that rule has been understood. The dots on any unit signify the hero unit which is 
representative of a player. If you have no land the hero can be eliminated thus taking you out of the 
game so the loser of this battle will be eliminated. 
 
 
 
 
Battle 1 Result: 

 
After the battle Richie has immediately taken to claiming the archer is too powerful while Kat denies and 
says her strategy was just better. I agree she flanked his units with the archers and made quick work of 
the soldiers in front allowing her soldiers to penetrate the rest of Richie’s forces. I will take into 
consideration what Richie said about archers but for now I think its fine.  

Test Stage 1 Reflection 

a. Four comments negative/positive testers had about their playthrough.  
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1. Three rounds with no attacking is too much. Testers had a negative issue with this one feeling 
it was too much time. 
2. Game board is too small. Negative feedback given by Kat. 
3. Archer is too strong. Negative feedback from Ritchie. 
4. Lads pointed out that he enjoyed that units were tile specific saying that this was a clever 
idea to force players to move around for what they wanted rather than “camping” in a corner.  
 
b. Analyze all 4 comments/issues.  
1. I believe changing the rounds from three to two is a good idea. I’m going to incorporate this into the 
next iteration or the test. 
2. Although the feedback about the board was negative I didn’t intend the board to end so small and for 
the sake of quicker playthroughs of the game I will not be implementing this new game board layout yet 
but it was also in my plan to make the board bigger. 
3. Archer being too strong came up only once I will leave the archer the way it is for now unless it 
becomes a bigger problem with different players. 
4. Unit specific tiles as Lads pointed out was meant to spread the game out just as he pointed out it 
forced players to move around rather than staying in one spot all game. 
c. Identify at least 4 clear issues that you, the designer, noticed while observing play testing. 
1. My biggest issue so far is my inability to get the game exactly the way I’d like it on roll20 so as soon as 
I can I will transfer this into Unity and try making this a top down turn-based game. 
2. Battle mechanics need to be polished I feel it’s too chess like and not very original. 
3. Changing the rounds down from three to two is another issue to be addressed immediately.  
 
d. Keep track of how many times play testers had to ask for rules Players mostly asked for the rules 
during battle everything else was pretty straight forward but I did explain the rules in person. For my 
next iteration, I plan to do the test online and not explain the rules too much and see how many times 
players will ask. 

 

DETAILED DESIGN & TESTING 

New Mechanic 

I’m going to implement a new negotiation mechanic. This will basically have to do with pre -
battle where players can negotiate instead of fight. 
 
Tester 1: Orlando, Male, 23, in-person, green dot top right 
Tester 2: Kat, Female, 20, in-person, pink dot top right 
Tester 3: Jonny, Male, 19, in-person, red dot top right 

Test Stage 2 Results 

Battle 2: 
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The second battle is about to start. Players have been given the rules and players are making their first 
moves. 
 
First Actions: 

 
Orlando and Kat are both focused on mostly mining with little recruiting whereas Jonny is focused on 
recruiting. Kat seems keen to attack someone as soon as she gets a fort up and being the only tester to 
have played already she feels she will easily win. 
 
Jumped the Gun: 
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Kat attacked Jonny without realizing that Jonny had way more units. Kat’s archers were very effective 
and Kat put up quite the fight but Jonny’s extra units have been the game changer so Kat loses her first 
fight but luckily for her she had a fort so she is still in the game but is vulnerable to an attack on the fort. 
 
Attacking the Fort:  

 
Jonny sees Kat is weakened so he’s going to attack her. Jonny and Orlando have exchanged a few words 
and may be calling a truce in order to ensure they can together attack Kat and take her out. 
 
It’s a Trap!: 
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I did not see this coming at all. In what seemed like Kat’s demise she somehow flipped Orlando’s 
loyalties to her and they teamed up as Jonny commenced the war. Jonny was absolutely destroyed and 
with no forts in play he is now out of the game. 
 
Negotiation: 

 
Here Kat and Orlando have negotiated trading iron for a couple units and calling a truce with an 
indefinite number of rounds which I didn’t exactly plan for but I like the idea of giving the players 
freedom to do as they please. 
 
Game Over: 
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So apparently Orlando and Kat have called an indefinite truce and being the only two players left they 
have decided to end the game a tie. I feel maybe this means the game got too long and maybe they got 
bored. 
 
 
 

Test Stage 2 Reflection 
a.  
1. The truce at the end of the game. 
2. Orlando and Kat liked the truce teaming up mechanic. 
3. Jonny did NOT like the teaming up mechanic. 
4. Map size was again a problem 
b.  
1. the truce made me think maybe they got bored but I could be overanalyzing. 
2. The team up mechanic worked well. 
3. as stated before the map will get bigger further down the line. 

Final Reflection 

a. What did you learn about game design documentation? 
The documentation has taught me a lot from proper iteration, and the importance of time 
management. This also gives me a great template for future design documents. 

b. What did you learn by using the iterative design process? 
I learned that you can never get it right the first time and you can develop some promising ideas 
from your iterations. 

c. What did you learn about play testing? 
I learned that you should definitely take your testers advice but never take design ideas from 
someone who isn’t in the field since that pretty much never turns out well.  

 


